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1.0	 	 INTRODUCTION	
	
1.1	 Background		
This Conservation Plan is a requirement of the City of Ottawa.  It is a part of a Heritage Permit 
Application to relocate the City Registry Office (CRO) herein referred to as “the Property).  Applications 
for Zoning By-law Amendment and Site Plan Control Approval have been submitted to the City of Ottawa 
for a development proposal that includes relocating the CRO approximately 20 metres north of its 
existing position and integrating it into the proposed new building as illustrated in the architectural 
drawings prepared by Zeidler Architecture dated April 2022.  A Cultural Heritage Impact Statement 
(CHIS) prepared by Commonwealth/Padolsky dated December 2021 was submitted as part of active 
applications for Zoning By-law Amendment and Site Plan Control Approval.  The Conservation Plan and 
the CHIS are companion documents and should be read together.  A second application for a Heritage 
Permit will be submitted for the redevelopment of the property including a 21-storey mixed use 
building. 
 
The Cadillac Fairview Corporation Limited is planning to redevelop the property at 70 Nicholas Street to 
accommodate a 21-storey high rise rental apartment building above a 2-level underground parking 
garage as illustrated in the Zeidler Architectural drawings and CSW Landscape drawings submitted to the 
City of Ottawa in April 2021.  The proposed development contemplates the relocation and integration of 
the CRO as part of the proposed new mixed-use development linked by an internal connection to the 
Rideau Centre.  In order to facilitate the planned development and allow construction of a below grade 
parking garage the CRO will be moved from its original site to a location at the approximate mid-point of 
the Nicholas Street frontage.  
 
Four approaches for moving the CRO were considered; ranging from an option calling for dismantling 
and reconstruction of the building, to three different options for moving the building as one unit either 
within or off of the site.  The selected Option 4 is the focus of this Conservation Plan.  
 
A detailed step by step plan for moving the CRO is outlined in Addenda  A, B, C, D and E of this report.  
The Addenda reports were prepared by John Cooke Associates Ltd (JCAL), CDS Building Movers Ltd., 
Heritage Grade, Marathon, and Reliance Construction Ltd.  Once restored/rehabilitated, Cadillac 
Fairview proposes to lease the  CRO to a commercial tenant potentially as a café/bistro.  The design and 
integration of the CRO was assessed in the CHIS dated December 2021 and serves as a companion 
document.   
 
The following documents are referenced in the preparation of this report: 

• The CHIS submitted in December 2021 evaluating the impact consistent with the City of Ottawa 
Official Plan Section 4.6.1. Policy 9;   

• Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada,  2010; 
• BHSC Designation Report, File Number,269-78 ; 
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• Registry Office Relocation Options Analysis prepared by Reliance (September 2021); 
• Heritage and Planning Comments – Pre-Application Comments from City of Ottawa May 12, 

2021; 
• Heritage Pre-Consultation Presentation prepared by Zeidler Architecture/Neuf Architects 

(October 20, 2021); 
• Memoranda 1-51 – Barry Padolsky Associates (2021-2022); 
• Relocation Options analysis March 29, 2022, by Barry Padolsky Associates Inc; 
• Ottawa Registry Office – Dismantling Plan by David Edgar Conservation Ltd. (March 2022); 
• Structural Condition Assessment (July 20, 2021) by JCAL;  
• Relocation Options – Structural Assessment DRAFT (January 17, 2022) by JCAL; 
• Review of exploratory openings (Feb/March 2022), by JCAL; 
• The City Registry Office Relocation Feasibility Study prepared by JCAL April 2022.  Appendix A; 
• Historical Building Scope of Work and Pricing quote CDS Building Movers revised April  2022,  

Appendix B; 
• Designated Substance Survey 70 Nicholas Street Ottawa, Ontario, by Paterson Group Consulting 

Engineers, F# PE5267-Draft February 25, 2022,  Appendix D; 
• As-found Recording and Supporting Photo Record, by Barry Padolsky Associates October 21, 

2021;  
• Application of Ontario Building Code, C F Rideau Centre.  Registry Office Relocation, Morrison 

Hershfield March 2, 2022; 
• Detailed Heritage Move Schedule, April 17, 2022, by Reliance Construction of Canada Ltd. 

 
This Conservation Plan follows the content outline recommended by the City of Ottawa and documents 
the extensive dialogue between the City and the client team over the course of two years.  
 

1.2	 Existing	Condition	
The City Registry Office (CRO) is in fair to good condition.  Exterior restoration work was performed in 
2017 by Barry Padolsky Associates Inc Architects.  Inspection during the spring 2022 by JCAL concluded 
that the CRO is in good condition, a finding supported by the following documents, studies, and reports, 
which offer comment on both the history of the CRO and its condition.  
 
Historically, Registry Offices were built as secure bank vaults in an appearance reminiscent of a 
miniature temple or town hall.  These modest structures had a three-fold purpose: to register land 
instruments such as deeds, mortgages, certificates, and lot plans; to safely store such instruments; and, 
to provide search and copy services to the public.  The architect of Ottawa’s  CRO recorded only as “Mr. 
Hudson,” most likely followed printed specifications that were prepared in 1867 by Kivas Tully, Provincial 
Architect and Engineer for Ontario.  
 
Erected in 1874, the Property is architecturally similar to other Registry Offices built across Ontario.  Its 
massing and finishes include salmon-gold brick, round-headed windows, and door arches with rusticated 
quoins, which supported the character of the judicial precinct.  In the interior, three-barrel vaults divide 
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the space for public, administrative and storage functions.  Following construction of a new Registry 
Office on Elgin Street in 1909, the property went through a series of uses and tenants.  Beginning in 
1917, it was home to the Women's Canadian Historical Society of Ottawa followed by the Bytown and 
Ottawa Historical Museum from 1926 to 1954.  The Tourist and Convention Bureau leased the Property 
until 1966; a series of tenants occupied it thereafter.  It has been vacant since 1982.1 The following 
documents provide evidence for the existing conditions: 
 
Ontario Registry Offices Drawing, circa 1867 (Province of Ontario - attributed to Chief Architect Kivas 
Tully).  This drawing provides information that amplifies the findings of field investigations of the CRO 
relating to the design and construction of the building.   
 
Ontario Registry Offices Specification, circa 1867 (Province of Ontario -attributed to Chief Architect Kivas 
Tully).  This set of specifications provides information that amplifies the findings of field investigations of 
the CRO relating to the design and construction of the building.  
 
City Registry Office Exterior Restoration and Repair Drawings, August 2017 (Barry Padolsky Associates 
Inc. Architects).  This set of drawings illustrates the exterior restoration and repairs that were 
undertaken in 2017 to stabilize and conserve the exterior masonry, metal, and window components of 
the building. 
 
City Registry Office As-found Drawings, August 10, 2021 (Barry Padolsky Associates Inc.) is a set of as-
found drawings of the CRO was based on field measurements by ASTELE, using laser scan technology 
with additional field recording by Reliance Construction and Heritage Grade. 
 
John Cooke Associates Ltd. (JCAL) prepared a preliminary site inspection report entitled Registry Office 
Relocation Structural Condition Assessment, May 3, 2021 (the “Cooke Report”).  The report analyzes and 
records its existing structure and assesses the condition of its principal structural elements.  The purpose 
of the analysis was to determine the structural feasibility of relocating the building.  The Cooke report 
found that the relocation options being considered are structurally feasible, each with their advantages 
and disadvantages.  The Cooke Report recommends that further investigations be undertaken to 
understand the structural conditions of the building prior to its relocation and that all work be 
performed by contractors with experience in heritage masonry buildings.   
 
A second report by JCAL entitled Relocation Options: Structural Assessment of Risk to Heritage Fabric, 
January 17, 2022, Draft provides an assessment of the risks to the heritage fabric of the CRO for each of 
the four relocation options identified by Reliance Construction.  The Cooke Report found that each of 
the options utilized proven relocation techniques that were all technically viable.  For each option, 
specific mitigation measures were identified in the report. 
 

 
1 City of Ottawa By-law 269-78, City of Ottawa Heritage Summary Sheet, 1977.  FHBRO Building Report 84-40.  Ottawa: A Guide 
to Heritage Structures, 2000 
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1.3	 Statement	of	Significance		
 
Description of Historic Place 
The CRO is a single-storey pale salmon-gold brick structure with classical temple massing. Together with 
the former Carleton County Courthouse and County Jail located across the street and built in the 19th 
century, the Property formed the judicial district of 19th century Ottawa. It is recognized by City of 
Ottawa By-law 269-78. 
 
Heritage Value 
This CRO structure compliments the existing Carleton County Registry Office built nearby in 1871 and 
the former Carleton County Courthouse and County Jail located across the street. The CRO shares 
common architectural features with these buildings and is an integral part of 19th century judicial 
district of Ottawa. Registry Offices had a three-fold purpose: to register land instruments such as deeds, 
mortgages, certificates, and lot plans; to safely store such instruments; and, to provide search and copy 
services to the public. The architect of the CRO recorded only as “Mr. Hudson,” who likely followed 
printed specifications that were prepared in 1867 by Kivas Tully, Provincial Architect and Engineer for 
Ontario. Erected in 1874, the Property is architecturally similar to other Registry Offices built across 
Ontario. The classical temple massing, along with salmon-gold brick, round-headed windows, and door 
arches with rusticated quoins establishes a sense of official space in this modest structure, giving the 
building an endearing and pleasant quality. In the interior, three-barrel vaults divide the space for public, 
administrative and storage functions.  
 
After the City of Ottawa built a new registry office on Elgin Street in 1909, 70 Nicholas Street went 
through a series of uses and tenants.  
 
Character-Defining Elements 
The Heritage Character Statement for the CRO  lists the following Character-Defining Elements: 
Character defining elements that reflect the heritage value include:  

• the round-headed window and door arches, 
• front door and window arches  
• with rusticated quoins   
• salmon-gold brick and the stone foundation   
• semi-circular name stone resting on a wide entablature which features a 
• repeating quatrefoil vents in the front pediment corbelled cornice on the façade pediment,  

the plain metal cornice trims on the side walls, and  
• the returned eaves on the rear side, barrel-vaulted interior ceiling. 

 
The following additional notes are taken from the Federal Heritage Building Review Office Building 
Report 84-40 prepared by Julie Harris and includes a list:  
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Rectangular plan, barrel vaults, pitched roofs, architrave or rounded windows, and decorative work in 
brick and stone.  In their scale and façade arrangement, they resembled small town halls built in Ontario 
around the same time.  Facades were decorated with brick or stonework, around the openings, and 
most have an arched name plate.  The high level of standardization is a key attribute, but with 
embellishments added to otherwise simple building giving them the appearance of “little temples” 
dedicated to the sacredness of private property.  

2.0	 	 CONSERVATION	APPROACH		
	
2.1		 Options	Analysis  
Four options for moving the building were explored by Reliance Construction.  The Relocation Options 
Analysis found that although relocation Option #2 was technically feasible; it was not viable (a suitable 
temporary site could not be secured).  It was also found that although relocation Option #3 was 
technically feasible; it was not viable (the completion of the project would be delayed by 28 weeks).  The 
Relocation Options Analysis found that although Options #1 and #4 were both technically feasible and 
viable, the estimated construction cost and timeline of Relocation Option #4  significantly exceeded the 
estimated construction cost of Relocation Option #1.  
 
Although far more onerous from a financial and construction standpoint, The Cadillac Fairview 
Corporation Limited is prepared to proceed with Option #4 - a “relocate in its entirety” option preferred 
by the City of Ottawa heritage planners. 

	
2.2	 Option	4	–	‘Relocate	in	its	Entirety’	to	its	Final	Location	
Option 4 considers relocating the existing building to its final location onto a temporary foundation 
structure (piles).  In this option, the structure will remain on-site during the entirety of the excavation 
activities.  The excavation will be completed around and below the temporary foundation, and the new 
garage structure constructed to meet the existing building.  With this Option, the exposure is reduced 
since there will be only one move activity.  The risks outlined below were taken into consideration in 
arriving at a decision to proceed with Option 4.   
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Figure 1: Option 4 
‘relocated in its 
entirety’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Risk  – Loss of Heritage Material – Localized Failure 
The CRO underwent a major exterior restoration in 2017 and is considered to be in good condition.  
However, subjecting it to unconventional loading can lead to unexpected changes to the established 
load path.  The CRO is supported continuously on stone masonry foundation walls.  The temporary 
support for lifting and moving the structure will use beams needled through the walls and at periodic 
intervals.  Any existing deterioration is vulnerable to localized failure should it be subjected to new 
loading either when transitioning from a continuous to a point loaded support and/or during transport.   
There is potential for  some damage to occur during transportation.  However,  The pre-emptive 
conservation program described below will ensure the damage is limited and will likely result in cracked 
masonry joints.   
 
 Mitigation/Response 
A scope of masonry conservation established and executed before providing new support for the 
structure will ensure that the masonry is in good condition and function as a homogeneous structure to 
resist changing loads.  The chimney will not be reintroduced until the structure is in its final location.  
A survey of the structure is recommended once it arrives at its final location onto a temporary 
foundation structure (piles) to ensure that any damage to the masonry is addressed and cannot 
accelerate any deterioration.  The potential damage at this stage is expected to be minimal and only 
minor masonry repointing work will be required if damage occurs. 
 
Risk – Destabilization of Vaulted Ceiling 
The three vaulted arch ceiling sections span east-west with two intermediate masonry walls.  Masonry 
arches are resisted by a combination of both vertical and horizontal loads.  The load-bearing brick 
masonry takes vertical loads, and the horizontal thrust from the arch appears to be resisted by the wall 
as well, with no ties having been observed.  When the support system is changed, unintended 
eccentricities may be introduced, creating instabilities in the arch thrust resistance and causing tension 
to be introduced from the arches as the outer wall will want to separate.   
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Mitigation/Response 
To ensure the outer walls are restrained, strapping will be introduced to brace the walls before the move 
and left in place until the building is returned to the site.  The strapping will consist of steel and/or wood 
elements to ensure the outer walls are restricted from moving outwards.  As well, compression force will 
be applied onto the arches to mimic the gravitational force that currently holds them together.  
 
Risk  – Impact from Adjacent Excavation - Vibration 
The structure will remain on-site during the entirety of the excavation activities.  Excavation of the rock 
will create vibrations that could transfer through to the existing masonry structure.  There is a risk that any 
masonry deterioration could be further destabilized. 
 
Mitigation/Response 
Managing vibrations during excavation to protect adjacent buildings is common, with well-established 
procedures to ensure minimal damage.  A pre-emptive conservation campaign will effectively mitigate 
any potential damage from vibrations due to excavation.  The masonry is in good condition and will most 
effectively accommodate these stresses.  Further, vibration monitors will be strategically located to 
review the vibrations from excavation and monitored against established criteria for buildings of 
established importance.  Excavation procedures will be established to maintain vibrations within 
acceptable ranges.  If there is an excess in vibration, a visual assessment will be triggered to review for 
any change in conditions. 
 
Risk  – Impact from Excavation Below 
The temporary piles that will support the structure in the new location will traverse through the area of 
excavation.  This will cause interference for both the excavation and construction activities to follow.  
There is a risk that potential damage occurs to the temporary piles during the excavation and general 
interference during construction. 
 
Conclusions: Risk to Heritage Fabric 
The JCAL structural risk assessment report found that Option # 4 did pose risks to the CRO’s heritage 
fabric and character defining elements.  However, it was concluded that the construction industry’s 
record of executing relocation projects similar to Option #4 provides assurance that the industry has a 
proven capability to minimize and mitigate these risks.  
 

2.3	 Conservation	Treatments		
Both the CHIS and the Conservation Plan have been assessed against the Standards and Guidelines. The 
Standards and Guidelines identify three primary conservation treatments for intervening on a historic 
place. The treatments involve any action or process that results in a physical change to its character-
defining elements.  Interventions can include: 
Preservation actions are part of the ongoing maintenance of a historic place.  Preservation involves 
protecting, maintaining, and stabilizing the existing form, material and integrity of a historic place or 
individual component, while protecting its heritage value. Consider preservation as the primary treatment 
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when: (a) Material, Materials, features, and spaces of the historic place are intact and convey the historic 
significance, without extensive repair or replacement; (b) Continuation or new use does not require 
extensive alterations or additions.  
Restoration activities are associated with the depiction of a historic place at a specific period in its history.  
Rebuilding the original chimney and replacement of the roof cladding with slate are examples of 
restoration work planned for the CRO. 
Rehabilitation activities related to a new use or code upgrades.  Rehabilitation involves the sensitive 
adaptation of a historic place or individual component for a continuing or compatible contemporary use, 
while protecting its heritage value. Consider rehabilitation as the primary treatment when: (a) Repair or 
replacement of deteriorated features is necessary; (b) Alterations or additions to the historic place are 
planned for a new or continued use. 

	
2.4	 Standards	and	Guidelines	for	the	Conservation	of	Historic	Places	
 
The following applicable guidelines appear in italic with a discussion of how the conservation approach 
will proceed: 
 
General Standards for Preservation, Rehabilitation and Restoration 
Standard 1.  Conserve the heritage value of a historic place.  Do not remove, replace, or substantially 
alter its intact or repairable character defining elements.  Do not move a part of a historic place if its 
current location is a character-defining element. 
 
Policies in the City of Ottawa Official Plan Section 4.6.1 Heritage Buildings and Areas, specifically 4.6.1.4 
(a) reinforce Standard 1 in stating,  “Where relocation of a structure designated under the Ontario 
Heritage Act is proposed, the City will require that the cultural heritage impact statement demonstrates 
that relocation is the only way to conserve the resource.  The City may consider the option provided that: 
[Amendment #76, August 04, 2010] [Amendment #96, February 22, 2012] 
(a) The building is retained on site, but moved to another part of the property for integration into the 

new development" 
 
Conservation Approach: The location of the building at the south-east of the lot is a character-defining 
feature of its original use as a Registry Office and part of the Judicial District.  In order to accommodate 
new development on the site and ensure its continued prominence, the building is being relocated mid-
block, approximately 20 metres to the north.  The building will be severed from its existing foundation, 
secured, hoisted,  moved, and placed on temporary pilons where it will be repositioned on its 
permanent foundation.  
 

The primary conservation treatment for the City Registry Office is REHABILITATION where 
alterations and modifications are planned for a new use. Conservation treatments for specific 
attributes will include preservation and restoration. 
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Mitigation Measures:  
The main negative impact to the heritage fabric will be the introduction of bracing, and the beams used 
to support the brick walls.   
• To ensure the outer walls are restrained, cross bracing will be introduced to brace the walls before 

the move and left in place until the building is relocated to its new permanent location. 
 
Potential risk: Details of the methods for bracing, preparing the masonry, severing the foundation are 
described and should minimize risk.  Lifting and moving a structure of this scale and weight is a relatively 
complex process, however, CDS Building Movers are experienced contractors and recognized experts.  
 
Standard 2.  Conserve changes to a historic place that, over time, have become character-defining 
elements in their own right. 
Conservation Approach: Preservation and Rehabilitation 
The exterior of the building retains its original form, detailing, and materials from its construction date in 
1874.   
 
Standard 3.  Conserve heritage value by adopting an approach calling for minimal intervention. 
Conservation Approach: Preservation of the exterior and Rehabilitation of the interior. 
The proposed relocation of the building within the property is a major intervention; however, given the 
limitations of the site, the most practical means by which to conserve the building is to relocate it to a 
prominent location mid-block fronting on to Nicholas Street and integrated as a feature of the proposed 
redevelopment plan.  The City and Heritage Ottawa have acknowledged that the relocation of the CRO 
within the development site is appropriate and have provided a strong recommendation to move the 
structure in its entirety.  The CRO will maintain its original alignment and will retain its original form, 
detailing, and materials from its construction date in 1874.  Missing attributes will be restored, including 
the chimney and slate roof. 
 
Standard 4.  Recognize each historic place as a physical record of its time, place, and use.  Do not create 
a false sense of historical development by adding elements from other historic places or other properties, 
or by combining features of the same property that never coexisted. 
Conservation Approach: Rehabilitation 
The proposed relocation of the building does create a false sense of the property's historical 
development but should be considered a part of the building’s evolution.  The CRO will stand proud of 
the new development, maintain its prominence, and be integrated as part of the site plan.  The entrance 
on Nicholas Street will continue as an operative access.  Universal accessibility to the building is 
incorporated sensitively, as part of the mall access.  The retention of the front entrance steps and 
foundation identifies its original office function.  The interior treatment and alignment with the Rideau 
Centre’s retail activities introduces a new distinguishable use as does its positioning next to a proposed 
residential high-rise building.     
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Standard 5.  Find a use for a historic place that requires minimal or no change to its character-defining 
elements. 
Conservation Approach: Adaptive Reuse 
The character-defining features, as identified by the Statement of Cultural Heritage Value will be 
conserved.  The functional layout of the building and the scale of the building make it suited to function 
as a landmark feature that will be rehabilitated and adapted as a café bistro and/or retail space.  The 
integration of the building facilitates a viable economic use and barrier-free accessibility.  The 
integration of the structure into the larger development parcel will be more fully addressed as part of 
the development plan phase of the project. 
 
Standard 7.  Evaluate the existing condition of character-defining elements to determine the appropriate 
intervention needed.  Use the gentlest means possible for any intervention.  Respect heritage value when 
undertaking an intervention. 
Conservation Approach: Preservation 
The Conservation Plan addresses the condition of the character defining elements, and any elements 
that are too deteriorated to repair will be noted.  The Plan addresses the management of the building 
throughout the move, its condition, and its conservation.  The entire building has been recorded and a 
detailed condition report, along with stabilization and preparation for moving reports were prepared.  
 

2.5	 Additional	Standards	Relating	to	Rehabilitation	
Standard 10.  Repair rather than replace character-defining elements.  Where character-defining 
elements are too severely deteriorated to repair, and where sufficient physical evidence exists, replace 
them with new elements that match the forms, materials and detailing of sound versions of the same 
elements.  Where there is insufficient physical evidence, make the form, material and detailing of the 
new elements compatible with the character of the historic place. 
 
Conservation Approach: Preservation and Rehabilitation 
The Conservation Plan addresses impacts to the CRO, including moving the building 
/restoration/rehabilitation of the building, and replacement of missing attributes.  All the Heritage 
Attributes listed below will be addressed as part of the Conservation Plan.  Appendix C describes in detail 
the work to be carried out.  All exterior materials appear to be in good condition, remaining suitable 
candidates for preservation.  The original building and its integral heritage features can be restored using 
a combined off-site and in-situ approach once moved to its new location. 
	
2.6	Conservation	Treatment	by	Attribute			
Interventions required that are physically and visually compatible to preserve character-defining 
elements as part of the conservation plan are discussed as follows:  

EXTERIOR 
ATTRIBUTES 

DESCRIPTION OF INTERVENTION 

Decorative Brick 
Chimney 

CONSERVATION APPROACH - Restoration. 
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The chimney, located above the easterly interior 
transverse structural brick wall, of which a fragment 
survives above the existing CRO ridgeline,  will be 
reconstructed to the original dimensions and details 
provided by documentary evidence, using new brick 
compatible to the existing building. 
Figure 2: As-found detail of the missing chimney. 

Slate Roof CONSERVATION APPROACH - Restoration. 
Re-roofed using slate roof tiles to the original dimensions and details as provided 
by documentary evidence.  Selection of an appropriate slate is presently under 
investigation. 

Roof Trusses 
replacement  

 

CONSERVATION APPROACH - Rehabilitation. 
The wood roof trusses span north south and bear 
on the north and south exterior walls.  The sawn 
lumber roof rafters, collar ties and decking will be 
replaced by a new non-combustible roof structure 
complying with current OBC Standards.  
Figure 3: Interior truss system to be replaced with east 
façade of chimney in the background. 

Soffit CONSERVATION APPROACH - Preservation. 
Removal and conservation of existing metal eaves and soffit.  The soffit will be 
repaired as necessary (or alternatively new matching metal components) will 
terminate the roof eaves in their original detail and locations. 

Interior Red Brick  CONSERVATION APPROACH – Rehabilitation of interior finishes. 
The interior and exterior brick masonry structural walls are approximately 6 
wythes thick.  An additional exterior facing wythe of brick is included at the 
exterior walls.  The brick and the pointing are in good condition.  Removal of 
plaster on the interior face of the ceiling and walls, and on the vaults to expose 
underlying masonry.   
 
At the points where primary cross beams are needled through the masonry walls 
(36 interventions) the masonry will be documented and the material removed 
and stored.  Reintegration will require local repair and repointing of masonry.  
Required masonry repairs should be performed as directed by the masonry 
specialist including replacing damaged and cracked units as well as redoing 
previous repairs performed using improper mortar types and techniques and a 
different type of brick. 
 

Salmon-Gold 
Exterior brick and 
Decorative Stone 
Trim 

CONSERVATION APPROACH - Preservation 
The facing brick is complimented by ashlar stone at the window and door 
surrounds, cornice, and gable/pediment ornamentation.  The ashlar stones 
bridge the cavity and provide bonding.  
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Due to soft lime-based mortar, localized removals of bricks can be completed 
effectively with minimal damage and a high rate of salvageability.  Reintegration 
will require local repair and repointing masonry.  Required masonry repairs 
should be performed, as directed by the masonry specialist including replacing 
damaged and cracked units.  Both interior and exterior face brick should receive a 
light cleaning. 

Stone Foundation  CONSERVATION APPROACH - Rehabilitation 
The stone masonry foundation walls at the exterior perimeter are ±40” thick with 
rough cut rubble coursed face stone and limestone rubble back-up.  Within the 
building footprint the reclaimed stone units from the exposed east-west and 
south foundation walls will be reconstructed in their original positions.  
Stonework showing evidence of failure or potentially damaged in the dismantling 
procedure will be repaired or replaced with matching stone units.  The details will 
be adjusted to accommodate between the revised and original finished floor 
level.  The finished floor level of the relocated CRO at EL 67.00will  match the 
ground floor of the main building and a portion of the visible exterior stone 
foundation will be obscured. 

Figure 4: The red markers indicate the 
relationship of the building to Nicholas Street 
with a reduced grade difference.  The shading at 
the base of the drawing indicates the new 
ground level.   

Entry Steps CONSERVATION APPROACH - Rehabilitation. 
Cut stone entrance stairs will be removed, labeled, restored, and stored for 
future reinstallation with height adjusted.  The details will be adjusted to 
accommodate the revised layout between the new finished floor level (67.00) 
and the final grade at the foot of the stairs (66.60) eliminating 5 risers to 2 risers 
to match the Nicholas Street sidewalk at the bottom of the steps.  Re-setting the 
lowest three steps level with the Nicholas Street sidewalk as a stone “entrance 
apron.“ 

 

 

 
Figure 5 and 6: view 
and plan showing the 
existing steps with 
elevations noted and 
a plan view showing 
the planned 
rehabilitation of the 
steps being used as 
pavers.   
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Windows and 
Entry Door 

CONSERVATION APPROACH - Preservation. 
The steel entrance door assembly, seven steel windows with interior steel 
shutters, iron bars and one steel interior door assembly will remain insitu during 
the move.  The glass from windows will be removed and replaced with new 
insulated glass.  Necessary protection will secure them during the move.   

INTERIOR ATTRIBUTES  
Interior ceiling is 
a 3- wythe, 3-
span brick vault 

CONSERVATION APPROACH - Rehabilitation. 
The ceiling’s 3-span brick vault spans east-west and bears on the east and west 
exterior walls and two interior brick walls.  Two 1” diameter tie-rods tie the east 
and west exterior walls.  
The three sections of the office form are character defining features and will be 
retained.  The dividing wall between the vaulted spaces, will be opened to 
accommodate new uses and to provide pass through and universal access.  A 
metal beam painted black will support the roof structure.  
 

  Figure 7: Longitudinal cross 
sections of the CRO. 

Stone Slab 
Flooring 

CONSERVATION APPROACH - Preservation. 
Stone flag floor composed of units 6”x40” supported on rubble stone foundation 
walls east-west walls at ±34” c/c to support the limestone floor slabs.  The stone 
floor slabs will be cataloged, removed, and stored.  Following the move the slabs 
will be integrated into their original positions on the new concrete structural slab 
using self leveling mortar.  Grinding of the stone surfaces may be required to 
prevent a tripping hazard.   

INTERVENTIONS 
Interior Brick 
vaults with 
plaster finishes 

CONSERVATION APPROACH – Rehabilitation . 
Removal of the plaster finishes on the walls and vault ceiling to expose the 
original masonry brick vault system will be undertaken prior to the move. 

Modifications to 
accommodate 
accessibility 

CONSERVATION APPROACH - Rehabilitation. 
Widen the doorway between the west vault and the central vault to provide 
better access.  Introducing a new opening at the rear section of the building to 
allow universal access. 
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 Figures 8 & 9

 
Figure 10:  plan of the proposed openings to adapt the space for public accessible retail space.   
INTERPRETIVE 
FEATURES 

.  

Landscape 
Treatment 

 See the landscape plan  

Lighting   To follow 
Masonry cross 
section 

 Introduce a sectional view of the 6 wythes of brick 
on the exterior walls as part of the proposed 
openings into the retail space 

 
F 

 
 

Figure  
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Flooring 
Treatment 

 Highlight the removal of walls with a different 
colour stone slab to interpret where walls had been 
removed.   

Salvage masonry   Reuse salvage masonry from the foundations to 
reface retaining walls along Nicholas and at the 
corner of Daly Avenue. 

 

2.7		 Compatible,	Subordinate	and	Distinguishable	
Standard 11.  Conserve the heritage value and character-defining elements when creating any new 
additions to a historic place or any related new construction.  Make the new work physically and visually 
compatible with, subordinate to and distinguishable from the historic place. 
 
Conservation Approach: The development proposal contemplates the construction a 21-storey 
residential building.  To achieve a degree of subordination, it is important that the CRO holds a defining 
location in relation to the proposed building and can be interpreted as a distinct feature separate from 
the new development.  The plans prepared by Zeidler Architecture propose to position the CRO mid-
block in front of the tower, to provide a degree of prominence.  Approximately one-third of the CRO is 
set within an atrium space that will serve as a residential lobby and an entrance to the Rideau Centre.  
Reconstruction of the CRO’s chimney will visually set the building as a distinct element framed by the 
three-storey atrium space.  The introduction of landscape treatment with a raised terrace area will assist 
in establishing the CRO as a focus within the larger development context.  
 
Due to the difference in scale between the proposed building and the CRO, it is important that the 
residential tower be designed in a manner that is compatible with the heritage structure.  The materiality 
and colour of the proposed residential building has been selected to ensure that it  functions as a backdrop 
to the CRO without overwhelming the distinct heritage features of the structure.  
 
Over the course of the design process, the client considered several options that addressed visual 
compatibility and connecting the heritage building to the new building through clear and related datum 
lines, which were reviewed by the city.  These various iterations demonstrate the analysis that has gone 
into finding a compatible approach to meet Guideline 11 of Standards and Guidelines.  A compatible 
approach has been achieved and includes:  
• the creation of a three-storey atrium to frame the CRO;   
• the elimination of the dark frame encasing the tower; the introduction of a podium using yellow brick 

with the masonry trim that references the CRO;  an, 
• establishing the residential lobby, the CRO, and the Rideau Centre as three distinct expressions along 

Nicholas Street.  
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Figure 11: Relationship to Heritage - Given the differences in scale, it is considered key to its visual compatibility 
that the materiality, and colour of the base of the high-rise act as a backdrop to the CRO without overwhelming it.  
Introducing the salmon yellow brick with the limestone trim and the black metal into the new development’s 
podium successfully references defining features of the CRO.  Source:  Zeidler/Neuf 2022. 
 
 

 
Figure 12: Bird’s eye view of the Registry Office set between the podium to the residential high-rise and the 
entrance to the Rideau Centre.  Zeidler/Neuf 2022.  
 

2.8	 Guidelines	for	Buildings	
4.3.1 Exterior Form 
General Guidelines for Rehabilitation 
Additions or Alterations to the Exterior Form 
Standard 12.  Selecting a new use that suits the existing building form. 
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Conservation Approach:   The proposed retail use suits the form of the CRO.  The change in grade between 
the existing building and its relationship with the Rideau Centre requires that the height of the foundation 
be lowered, and the floor level modified to address accessibility requirements and conform with the 
existing floor level of the Rideau Centre.    

 
Standard 13.  Selecting the location for a new addition that ensures that the heritage value of the place is 
maintained. 
Conservation Approach:   Rehabilitation  
The most effective way to conserve the heritage value of the CRO is to relocate the structure to a 
prominent location at the front of the proposed development.  Such a move assures that its visibility is 
maintained and placing it forward on the site suggests that the new build is subservient.  The relocation 
of the CRO will also establish a pedestrian scale and rhythm to the street between Daly and the bridge.   

Figure 13: Night view along Nicholas Street.  Source: Zeidler/Neuf 2022 
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Figure 14: A view from the intersection of Nicholas Street and Daly Avenue. Source; Zeidler/Neuf 2022 

3.0	 	 RELOCATION	PHASE	-	WORK	PLAN	
3.1	 	Sequence	of	Work	
The following provides an outline sequence of the work plan:  
Abatement of Regulated Materials.  

1. No asbestos or other significant designated substance is present in the CRO that would require 
special mitigating measures.   

Removal of Interior Fit-up and Finishes  
2. Removal of non-heritage interior interventions consisting of drywall partition fit ups and 

finishes, including the wood sleepers, plywood substrate and laminate flooring, interior drywall 
partitions, raised wood flooring, interior hollow core doors, with their associated hardware and 
fixtures. 

Part 1 Enabling Work 
3. Localized repointing and maintenance of the masonry. 
4. Removal of plaster finishes on the interior vault ceiling and walls. 
5. Removals of masonry units in 36 locations to permit the installation of the temporary lifting steel 

supports for the move. 
6. Document number, remove, and store flooring flagstone units.  
7. Recording and removal of existing stone entrance steps. 
8. Secure front door and all windows to remain in situ.  

Part 2 Preparation for Lifting 
Procedures for Preparation for lifting have been developed by JCAL with support from CDS Building 
Movers. 

9. The introduction of temporary structural bracing to stabilize the CRO before its move. 
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10. Construction of temporary roadbed. 
11. Construction of temporary piles or caissons. 

 
Part 3 Lifting and Moving  
Moving operation, including a description of equipment has been developed CDS Building Movers and 
include four stages: - Stage 1: Install Cross Beams, Stage 2: Install Main Beams, Stage 3: Install Needle 
Beams, Stage 4: Lifting and Travel.  These are described in detail as Appendix D. 

 
Figure 15: A plan view of the CRO with the Stage 1, 2, & Stage 3 Beam system  
 
Part 4 New Structural Support 

12. The final design of structural transfer slab or series of transfer beams and slabs to be 
established. 

13. Setting the CRO on temporary piles or caissons. 
14. Protection of relocated CRO. 
15. Excavation and construction of permanent parking garage structure. 
16. Setting the CRO on the permanent concrete slab. 
17. Removal of temporary lifting steel supports. 
18. Removal of the temporary piles or caissons. 
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Figure 16: P1 plan with an outline of the proposed transfer slab.  This is based on information provided by Entuitive 
during concept/schematic design as a proof of concept.  The outline will be refined during design development.  
Source: Zeidler/Neuf 2022 
 
Part 5 Restoration and Rehabilitation Work   
Procedures for Pre-move inspection, documenting the as-found condition and preparing a plan for 
conservation of character defining attributes have been developed by Heritage Grade in consultation 
with JCAL.  An assessment will be completed once the building is in its new location, including 
annotated, side-by-side images from pre-move survey, to identify any pre-existing and/or new 
conditions requiring intervention.  

19. Removal of remaining existing foundation wall stonework. 
20. Removal and opening of support wall between vaults. 
21. Reinstallation of the stone floor slabs.  
22. Assessment to inform masonry conservation scope. 
23. Restoration of masonry walls that had temporary openings. 
24. Removal of existing wood roof structure and asphalt shingles. 
25. Removal and conservation (if possible) of existing metal eaves and soffit. 
26. Construction of new steel roof structure and metal decking. 
27. Restoration and installation of new slate roofing. 
28. Installation of restored (or new) metal eaves and soffit. 
29. Installation of (modified) stone entrance steps. 
30. Restoration of the masonry chimney to its original dimensions and form. 
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31. Preservation and Repairs, cleaning of metal elements, interior shutters, and window/door 
hardware. 

32. Restoration of all masonry and repointing, as necessary. 
  

Part 6 Interventions and Adaptive Reuse 
33. Construction of new opening in north/south masonry wall between west and central vaults. 
34. Construction of new opening in the east masonry wall (to provide barrier free access) 
35. Installation of new flooring slabs at east wall opening and at the opening between the centre 

and east vaults. 
36. Installation of new M&E systems. 
37. Refacing of retaining walls and streetscape edging. 
38. Fit-up for commercial operation 
39. Installation of interpretive Lighting.  

 
3.2		 Conclusions		
The Cadillac Fairview Corporation Limited has submitted Zoning By-law Amendment and Site Plan 
Control applications to permit the redevelopment of 70 Nicholas Street to accommodate a 21-storey 
apartment building above a 2-level underground parking garage.  The proposal contemplates the 
relocation of the City Registry Office (CRO) and will integrate the structure as part of the new mixed-use 
development linked by an internal connection to the Rideau Centre.  This Conservation Plan has been 
prepared to describe a strategy for moving the building and outline the work required to conserve the 
CRO as a key component of the development.  
 
Four approaches for moving the CRO were explored.  The options included the dismantling and 
reconstructing the building and three different options for relocation, either as one unit within the site 
or off site.  The Cadillac Fairview Corporation Limited, in consultation with City Staff, selected to proceed 
with Option 4 “relocate in its entirety” as recommended by City of Ottawa heritage planners.  Although 
this option is the most expensive from a financial standpoint, the structural analysis, impacts, and 
recommendations concluded that Option 4 was the most sensitive and least intrusive from a 
conservation approach. . 
 
With respect to the individual character-defining elements of the heritage resource, as well as in the 
overall reading of the building,  it is the consultants’ opinion that the development proposal represents a 
well-executed response for integrating with/renovating a heritage structure.  Given that the overall 
density and height of the development proposal is markedly different from the existing building, the 
conservation challenge has been to make the new residential development physically and visually 
compatible with the 1-storey CRO.  Due to the difference in scale, it is considered key to its visual 
compatibility that the materiality, and palette of finishes of the base and the high-rise form functions as 
a backdrop to the CRO without overwhelming it.  The plan for repositioning the building, maintaining its 
integrity, and providing a setting as part of the streetscape is well thought out and will ensure that the 
CRO remains a focal point and prominent feature within the public realm.  
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The CHIS and the Conservation Plan illustrate that the CRO will be a prominent component of the 
proposed redevelopment of the site.  The adaptive reuse and the integration of the CRO as a part of the 
overall Rideau Centre is a positive outcome and will be an integral part of Ottawa’s urban fabric.  
 
It is the Consultants’ opinion that this development proposal employs a creative response to moving the 
building and represents best conservation practices.  The proposed development at 70 Nicholas Street  
conforms with the requirements of the Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in 
Canada, and also addresses policy objectives of protecting heritage resources while implementing 
development as outlined by the City of Ottawa and the protection of attributes defined by FHBRO and 
the City.  
 
It is recommended that all items outlined in this Conservation Plan and the Cultural Heritage Impact 
Statement should be closely followed to ensure the ongoing integrity of the CRO building and its 
heritage value.   
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APPENDIX	A:	 Building	Relocation	Structural	
Feasibility	(JCAL)			
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ft2gbqglfb3emkd/2022-04-
11%20Old%20Registry%20Building%20Feasibility%20Review.pdf?dl=0 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This report is based on a request from Cadillac Fairview to review the structural feasibility of relocating, in 
its entirety, the City Registry Office located at 70 Nicholas Street. 
The investigation was completed by a team of specialists from John G. Cooke & Associates Ltd. (JCAL) 
(structural) with collaboration from Cadillac Fairview, Zeidler Architecture, Entuitive, Barry Padolsky 
Associates Inc., Commonwealth Historic Resource Management Reliance Construction of Canada Ltd., 
CDS Building Movers, Heritage Grade, David Edgar Conservation Ltd., Marathon Underground 
Constructors Corp, Morrison Hershfield. 
This report outlines the feasibility of relocating the building in its entirety, including concepts for temporary 
support and bracing based on observations of the project team. 
1.1 Project Team 
The study and report was completed by the following team of professionals: 
Chris Vopni, P.Eng, CAHP (JCAL) Heritage Structural Consultant 
Nneka Murray, P.Eng. (JCAL) Heritage Structural Consultant 
Natalie Smith, M.A.Sc., EIT (JCAL) Heritage Structural Consultant 
1.2 Terms of Reference 
The terms of reference are as follows: 
▪ Review existing drawings, specifications, and reports. 
▪ Visit the site to conduct a visual non-destructive review of existing interior and exterior conditions 
where exposed. Structural systems will be reviewed. 
▪ The structural elements (roofs, masonry walls) were visually inspected from grade level. Interior 
foundation walls and exposed basement structure, as well as interior rooms were also visually 
inspected. 
▪ Identify areas of minimally destructive exploratory openings to confirm as-built conditions. Review 
the conditions as they are exposed and instruct further work as applicable. 
▪ Discuss feasibility options and concepts with the Consultant, Contractor, and Ownership groups 
at regular meetings. 
▪ Prepare concept-level sketches for discussion and consideration by the Consultant, Contractor, 
and Ownership teams. 
▪ Prepare a draft report outlining the structural feasibility of moving the building in its entirety, noting 
any temporary or conservation works that would be required. Submit Draft to client for review and 
comments. 
▪ Prepare a final report for inclusion as an appendix in the Heritage Permit Application. This will 
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include any comments received, including client comments.
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APPENDIX	B:	 Relocation	Procedures	(CDS	
Building	Movers)		
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APPENDIX	C:	 Relocation	Procedures	(Heritage	
Grade)	
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APPENDIX	D:	 Temporary	Piling	Methodology		
(Marathon)		
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APPENDIX	E:	 Heritage	Move	Schedule	(Reliance	
Construction)		
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Site	Logistic	Plan	(Reliance	Construction)	
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APPENDIX	F:	Relocation	Options	Analysis	
(Padolsky)		
 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/jzlm7bt313h8kqh/AABBM2w_14JS7uo5yQWrvgoXa?dl=0 
 
Relocation Options Analysis (Padolsky) This Appendix has 12 sub-appendices  
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APPENDIX	G:	 Architectural	Drawings	(Zeidler	
/Neuf	Architecture)	
 
https://zeidler.sharefile.com/d-sce772962e09b4a04921f376cceeed694 
 

 


